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Apple's Score Summarised	  

Performance Band 
A+ 

Organisation Score 

95% 

Relationship Score 

N/A* 

Engagement Intensity 

27% 
* Apple does not have sufficient relationships with trade associations for a Relationship Score to be computed. 

 

How Apple ranks with its peers in tech, as of April 11, 2016** 

InfluenceMap 
Performance Band Organization Engagement 

Intensity Sector Region 

A+ Apple 21 Information Technology North America 

B- Google 18 Information Technology North America 

B- Cisco Systems 12 Information Technology North America 

C+ Hewlett Packard 15 Information Technology North America 

C+ Qualcomm 12 Information Technology North America 

C Samsung 
Electronics 9 Information Technology Asia 

C Microsoft 11 Information Technology North America 

C- Oracle 13 Information Technology North America 

D+ IBM 12 Information Technology North America 

D Intel 19 Information Technology North America 

** Our scores change dynamically as new information becomes available. 

 

 

 

 

http://influencemap.org/company/Apple-385f398538b2e6145dcb8afdc945c263
http://influencemap.org/company/Google-55106f7e39973bc5344cdf3b71aaed19
http://influencemap.org/company/Cisco-Systems
http://influencemap.org/company/Hewlett-Packard
http://influencemap.org/company/Qualcomm-9380583664736f3c7a46da316d431f1e
http://influencemap.org/company/Samsung-Electronics
http://influencemap.org/company/Samsung-Electronics
http://influencemap.org/company/Microsoft-7d653460f792e07f6b11b6c4fe696330
http://influencemap.org/company/Oracle-ece56be9dd10c60f99c3cc1efc3cd7c6
http://influencemap.org/company/IBM-c8583f2ea91cb2532221be534b45f8cf
http://influencemap.org/company/Intel-d529169d00787bfdcc3ec143fe6335a9
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Notes: 

The Grade is a measure of how support (or obstructive) a company is towards climate 

policy.  An "A" indicates strong support and "F" obstructive.  The intensity is the level of this 

lobbying and messaging activity (whether supportive or obstructive), the higher it is, the 

more activity it reflects, and thus the likelihood that it is the result of specific corporate 

strategy. 

 

The full details of each of company's engagement with climate policy globally are 

documented on our site within their profiles (follow the link on the company name). You can 

also see the relationships that the company has with the trade associations, which, in the 

case of the leaders, tends to lower their overall score as the trade bodies are likely to lag 

when it comes to encouraging progressive regulations. View our full top ranking table here 

and find out what our scores mean here. 

 

The companies above are the 10 largest information technology companies according to the 

2015 Forbes 200 list of largest corporations in the world.  InfluenceMap uses this reference 

point to select the companies scored. 

 

 

See the full Apple profile online on the InfluenceMap site. 

Details of the meanings of our terms and metrics can be found on our site under FAQ. 

 

http://influencemap.org/filter/List-of-Companies-and-Influencers
http://influencemap.org/page/About#About-our-Scores
http://influencemap.org/company/Apple-385f398538b2e6145dcb8afdc945c263
http://influencemap.org/page/FAQ-d3a2138cf3d51805eb37465e345cfe76
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Why Apple is top of the climate support rankings 

 
 

A summary of Apple's engagement with climate policy 
(See the full Apple profile online on the InfluenceMap site.) 

 

Apple is notable for its support for action on climate change and is positively engaged in a 

number of policy areas.  The company communicates a clear position on climate change 

science and appears to support a correspondingly urgent response, including achieving 

zero-net emissions by 2050.  

 

Apple’s CEO Tim Cook has been particularly active and vocal, especially in the lead up to a 

UN Treaty on climate change in Paris 2015, about the need to act on climate change.  He 

has further been emphasizing the positive economic case for taking progressive action 

immediately; even challenging climate skeptics to sell their stocks in Apple if they do not 

agree with investing in the renewable economy.  

 

The company has been a consistent advocate for renewable energy and the transition 

towards a low carbon economy.  Apple has further defended renewable energy 

commitments in North Carolina from legislation that would have undermined them, arguing 

to lawmakers that such clean energy policies “made North Carolina particularly attractive to 

their businesses.”  In April 2016, Apple, along with other tech giants, filed an amicus brief to 

support the Federal Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit defend the EPA 

and its Clean Power Plan. 

 

Apple is ranked higher than some of its technology sector peers, as it appears not to 

belong to some of the leading cross sector trade associations that are obstructing climate 

legislation, such as the US National Association of Manufacturers, Business Europe and 

the Business Council of Australia.  Apple quit the highly climate-obstructive US Chamber of 

Commerce in 2009 for the latter's opposition to the “efforts to limit greenhouse gases.”  

Apple also has leadership positions within groups such as the Advanced Energy Economy 

and TechNet that have, for example, defended the EPA’s Clean Power Plan.  

 

 

http://influencemap.org/company/Apple-385f398538b2e6145dcb8afdc945c263
http://influencemap.org/score/Apple-Q1-D1
http://influencemap.org/score/Apple-Q2-D2
http://influencemap.org/score/Apple-Q2-D6
http://influencemap.org/score/Apple-Q2-D6
http://influencemap.org/score/Apple-Q2-D6
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Consistent-with-IPCC-need-for-drastic-action-bac2932c66b9143ded553240f3e78ad0
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Transparent-about-climate-change-science-e5e8556abac677e3909272041abd863a
http://influencemap.org/score/Apple-Q10-D2
http://influencemap.org/score/Apple-Q10-D2
http://influencemap.org/score/Apple-Q9-D5
http://influencemap.org/score/Apple-Q9-D5
http://influencemap.org/score/Apple-Q3-D5
http://influencemap.org/score/Apple-Q3-D5
http://influencemap.org/score/Apple-Q11-D5
http://influencemap.org/influencer/National-Association-of-Manufacturing-NAM
http://influencemap.org/influencer/Business-Europe
http://influencemap.org/influencer/The-Business-Council-of-Australia
http://influencemap.org/influencer/US-Chamber-of-Commerce
http://influencemap.org/influencer/US-Chamber-of-Commerce
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-GHG-emissions-targets-abf227ee345c9ff4bc0c46562e9c27a7
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Transparent-about-trade-association-da1b0f98d812bbeb516375f183f0e436
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Transparent-about-trade-association-b610144de53a12c96c4edab47e3d5d43
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-GHG-emissions-targets-c638d2dc0f48a52f498acbddb0d62dc1
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Appendix 

Some FAQs on our methodology 

What do you mean by corporate influence? 

We recognize that corporations are manifestly involved in the progress of policy and legislation formation (in all 
areas, not only climate change) affecting their business and they regard the need to do this as part of their 
operating model. Research has indicated that this influence likely extends beyond the activities normally 
associated with the word "lobbying" (e.g. donations to clearly motivated political actors) and includes the 
domination of the public discourse on climate change science and policy via their hugely powerful and funded 
messaging tools (e.g. advertising, PR, social media, access to influential meetings) as well as the use of 
influencers like trade associations and advocacy groups. Details of our analysis of corporate influence in climate 
change policy can be found here. 

How do you define climate policy? 

A process of global, regional and national consensus building, policy formulation and legislation/fiscal measures 
on climate change has been underway for the last two decades and is on-going. In our assessment of corporate 
influence, we consider the process from consensus forming on climate science to legislative interventions at 
various levels and take this process to be "climate change policy". We consider regulations/laws and guidelines 
as well as fiscal interventions such as carbon taxes and continuation of subsidization of coal, for example. 
Importantly, we consider amendments to mainstream regulations and fiscal policy driven by or affecting climate 
change. 

How do you score companies 

To measure and score corporate influence on climate change policy, we have developed a comprehensive 
process of examining a series of publicly available and reliable data sources (e.g. legislative consultations, 
respected press, CDP responses) and querying them, for each corporation, against a set of climate change 
policy and legislation related queries (e.g. position on a carbon tax, energy efficiency standards). We score each 
data source/query intersection (or cell) on a 5-point scale, with clearly consistent evidence and guidelines for our 
scorers. There are 96 such scoring cells at present and the organizational score for each corporation is 
computed over these, by our proprietary algorithm that accounts for weightings and irrelevant data 
sources/queries. This is combined with a relationship score, which is a reflection of the external influencing 
agents that have links with the corporation. The combination of the organizational score and relationship 
score places each corporation in a performance band so they may be compared. Details of our method are 
here. 

What is the Engagement Intensity? 

The engagement intensity (EI) is a metric of the extent to which the company is engaging on climate change 
policy matters, whether positively or negatively. It is a number from 0 (no engagement at all) to 100 (full 
engagement on all queries/data points. Clearly energy companies are more affected by climate regulations and 
will have a higher EI than, for example retailers. So an organization’s score should be looked at in conjunction 
with this metric to gauge the amount of evidence we are using in each case as a basis for scoring. On our scale, 
an EI of more than 35 indicates a relatively large amount of climate policy engagement. 

What do you not consider in scoring? 

http://influencemap.org/page/About-Corporate-Influence
http://influencemap.org/page/Our-Methodology
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Our analysis and scoring is focused on an organization's comments, interactions and influence on policy and 
legislation. We do not consider internal strategy, activities and performance of a company on climate change 
related issues, such as CO2 emissions, use of various energy forms and the company's business activities if 
these have no direct relevance to policy and legislation forming. There are numerous other research streams 
(e.g. CDP.net) dealing with corporate performance on climate and we do not wish to widen our remit where 
adequate coverage exists. 

Can you compare the scores of companies from different sectors? 

Climate change policy and regulations will increasingly affect all corporations regardless of sector, but clearly 
some will be affected more than others depending on region and regulation. Our performance bands are 
perhaps best used when corporations from the same sector are compared. A great example is the automotive 
sector, where manufacturers who are strategically positioning themselves for a low carbon future will support 
accelerated CO2 emission standards as bolstering their competitive position. Similarly comments can be made 
about energy intensive users like chemicals, building materials and utilities. Comparing the InfluenceMap 
performance band of BMW with that of Google, in isolation of information on how these companies perform 
with respect to their direct competitors may not be as meaningful. 

 



InfluenceMap is a non profit Community Interest Company (CIC) No. 9480976

Contact Information
We are based at 40 Bermondsey Street, London SE1 3UD, UK
Email: info@influencemap.org       Web: http://influencemap.org

About InfluenceMap 
We are a neutral and independent UK-based non-profit whose remit is to map, analyze  
and score the extent to which corporations are influencing climate change policy.   
Our knowledge platform is used by investors, climate engagers and a range of  
concerned stakeholders globally.  
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